Welcome to your November-December update for the European Centres. Here you will find the latest confirmed EP rewards, ways to earn more points, competitions and much more!

Headline Sponsor

Every month we will highlight the latest top company to confirm they will be offering exclusive EP rewards to our students this summer!

This month it is Sevenoaks Town Council

Sevenoaks Town Council are providing one EP student with a 6-8 week internship focusing on research and policy!

This is a great opportunity to see how a local government authority operates and make a real impact!

You can find out more from last year's intern by checking out the case study here.
Spotlight on a Sponsor

Once per month we will feature one EP sponsor who is offering some amazing opportunities!

The Civil Service Fast Stream is an award-winning graduate leadership development programme for the Civil Service!

For the EP Scheme, they are providing both rewards for students interested in applying for this graduate scheme or simply have a strong interest in the inner workings of central government.

Rewards confirmed include:

- Chance to shadow a senior civil servant, gaining an insight into policy making.
- Chance to shadow current Fast Streamers to find out more about their graduate journey.
- Chance to attend the Whitehall Experience day with tours of key sites, networking and workshops!

For more information on the Civil Service Fast Stream, check out their EP profile here.
Here are some other rewards recently confirmed for EP students!

- **Sales training reward**
- **Management skills training reward**
- **Subscription to online training**
- **Accountancy internship**
- **Client relations and social media placements**
- **Work shadowing in IP**
- **Internships in web design, content writing and digital marketing.**
- **Mini pupillages for Law students**
- **Wildlife surveying and reporting**
Here are some other rewards recently confirmed for EP students!

Public speaking workshop

Fundraising work experience

Marketing or events management internship

Sales internship focusing on fine wines

Video agency work experience

Finance work experience

Work experience in archives and community engagement

Technical work experience

Art gallery experience

All these opportunities are only available to students with sufficient points on their profiles! You can cash in points in March 2019 to apply!
The Key2Advance programme is a great way to develop your skills and earn more points! Here are the latest sessions confirmed:

- EU Diplomacy (14th November) - 15 points
- European Parliament (21st November) - 15 points

Don't forget, there will be more sessions planned for Term 2!

- **20th Anniversary Lecture Series**
  - To celebrate the 20th anniversary of the University of Kent teaching in Brussels, there will be a series of public lectures to attend!
  - You can claim 5 points for each lecture.
  - **What do we really know about civil wars? A heterodox proposal by Stathis Kalyvas**
    - 22nd November 2018, 13:00-15:00

**Exit or Voice: Secessionist Referenda in International Law**

6th November 2018, 13:00-15:00
The EP Scheme launches in Paris!

On 6th November, the EP team presented to students at the Paris School of Arts and Culture!

Highest Scoring Student in Europe prize confirmed!

We are delighted to confirm that Yoyo Design will once again sponsor our Europen Centre prize for 2018-19!

Consequently, the highest scoring student will be awarded with £150 Amazon voucher at the annual Rewards Evening in June!